FMD|EXTT Technical Service Training

Basic Training

The objective of this Ceramill System Training is to impart the knowledge to the participant how to maintain Ceramill units by means of the service manual and the service tool set. The training is focused on the exchange of defective components or those that need overhauling. Besides repair or exchange, the training incorporates the restoration of serviceability by adjustment tasks and functional tests.

Course contents
- Disassembly/Assembly of the system units according to requirements of participant
- Exchange of components such as axis system, spindle, cable drag, workpiece support, dust protection and control
- Adjustment of components
- Determination and calculation of the machine parameters
- Test and check of the adjustments made
- Final testing and documentation

Technical preconditions
- Technical qualification, e.g. industrial mechanic
- Safe handling of PC and measuring instruments

Course Material (included in course fee)
- Service manuals

Please note
The number of course participants is limited to 2 persons to ensure a most efficient training. Please fill in the “Requirement form” and we will come back to you with an individual training proposal.